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A psychopath terrorizes his own attorney; sister is pitted against sister and murder isn't the only
thing between them; a young lawyer gets a shot at Beverly Hills glitz only to find fool's gold; and
relationships are shattered by a militia bombing and ambitions that stretch the boundaries of the
law. Serial Thrillers is a bundle of 4 complete novels for the thriller lover.
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What a fantastic collection... and such a deal. I will confess I haven't read all of these yet. But I have
read some of them, and that's why I snapped up the collection. Rebecca Forster is a great thriller
writer, who pulls you right into her world where kids get endangered... and do some endangering
themselves.I'm partial to these books because they're set in a world I'm familiar with, LA shoreand
beach athletics. And if you live in Southern California, if adds something. But you can live anywhere
and appreciate these stories. A great find for fans of Harlan Coben, Paul Levine, Spenser... or
Rebecca Forster.

When I need something amazing on the plane, at the beach, by the fire or even standing in line at
the grocery store...I pick Rebecca Forster. This USA TODAY best selling author combines every

great ingredient needed for an awesome story and fortifies them with her incredible knowledge of
case law. I only wish that she could write as fast as I can read.

Having read many of Rebecca Forster's books over the years, I have to say you will not be
disappointed in this thriller set. Great selection and terrific price!Ms. Forster is a very creative writer
and this grouping is excellent. From imposing courtrooms, and comely judges, to the beautiful
beaches of Los Angeles, you will be pulled into the stories and the characters quickly and stay up
into the wee hours of the morning reading by your bedside lamp.I would highly recommend this
Rebecca Forster Serial Thriller set.

I can recommend this bundle of thrillers, in particular "The Mentor". All written to the author's usual
high standard, this is a cost effective way to read four of her stand alone novels, and enjoy some
really good writing.

I have read Rebecca Forster before and liked the book I read so I thought I would give this a try.
One of these books, Beyond Malice didn't even seem like it was by the same author. Didn't like the
bad language or the overall story line. Only got through a couple of the chapters and had to quit
reading. Keeping Counsel was very good. The other two books were ok. I got a deal on this for
$1.99 so was not overly displeased however if I had paid the regular price for it I would have been.

Great reading from Rebecca Forster! I'd give 5 stars for content but dropped it down because I get
aggravated with typos, misspellings and punctuation errors in e-books! Often makes me 'stumble'
when I read. Ms. Forster's characters really come to life in her stories.

I gave this a 5 star, I liked her books a whole lot. I found them interesting and exciting. Different
twists than the average murder mystery. Just as good, or better than Patricia Cornwell's Scarpetta
novels. I sometimes got bored with the town. The friends who back out, then come back sort of
thing. but, all in all people who like to read murder mysteries with a good plot , will like these books. I
recommend this to eighteen and older.

Good legal thriller story writing and for the price, you can't go wrong. This is the "most bang for the
buck" I've gotten so far in my fiction reading.
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